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LCAP GOALS

• All members of the school community will report increased levels of engagement as measured by surveys, participation, attendance, and observation.

• All students will demonstrate increased academic achievement as measured by formative and summative assessments.

• Key identified conditions of learning will be demonstrated as effective by increased student achievement.
Monthly Board Presentations

- September: Intervention Plan/Summer School
- October: ELA/ELD adoption and language acquisition strategies
- November: PBIS/Positive Environment
- December: Engagement and Communication
- January: Technology/ILEP Projects
- February: Continuous Improvement with Lucy Pearson-Edwards
- March: Committee Work and Progress
- April: LCAP Stakeholder Report
- May: Draft LCAP presentation
- June: LCAP Consideration for Approval
INNOVATIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT PROJECTS (ILEP) PROGRAM
YEAR ONE: 2017-18
ST. HELENA PRIMARY SCHOOL
PROJECT STATUS

SHPS ILEP Projects:
-Flexible Seating & Desks

Project Status:
-90% ordered & installed

Student Impact-Evidence:
-Teacher observations
-Video

“Students transitioned to the ‘next generation’ flexible furniture surprisingly well. It has allowed them to make choices without interrupting the flow of learning.”

-Tamara Sanguinetti, Principal
Some of the seating that was ordered for 1st grade students, the chairs and the balance balls have proven to be too big; most of the students are not able to touch their feet on the ground. We have been in communication with SHES to work out a possible trade.

The tables with wheels have definitely supported both flexible grouping as well as the need for individual work.

Teachers have noticed that students are focused in their work sitting at a table as well as sitting on the floor.
ST. HELENA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROJECT STATUS

SHES ILEP Projects:
- Flexible Seating & Whiteboard Desks
- Google Expeditions Virtual Reality Kit
- Video Recording & Production Equipment

Project Status:
- 100% received/installed

Student Impact-Evidence:
- Teacher/student feedback/survey
- Photos/video
- Student products

"Flexible seating/interactive tables have resulted in longer attention spans and deeper student engagement”
- Tanya Pearson, Principal
“I prefer these options because the whiteboard table helps me write stuff when I need to and I prefer the floor because when I'm on the floor we can sit anywhere as a group easily.”

“The Zenergy ball chairs help me concentrate. I like using the picnic chairs in a group because we all go to the small table and you can adjust the back of it. It's better than just sitting on the floor.”

“The table lets me share with my group with pictures and words and yoga balls help me concentrate.”
"Students love having the ability to make choices. They know that they have one chance to make a choice that will help them learn as well as help those around them learn. If they don't make a wise choice, I will make a better choice for them. Since they don't want that to happen, 95% of the time they make a wise choice!"

"I would say the most positive aspect is that students seem more comfortable and on task. Flexible seating has been especially helpful for students that don't do well sitting in a traditional desk."

"There is a positive noise in the classroom. Lots of talk that is on topic and interaction is occurring."
Staff reflection on Virtual Reality (VR) Google:

“Today we went (virtually) to the Lincoln Memorial, the Statue of Liberty and Mount Rushmore and it hit me after they left that some of these kids just got to go on an experience they many never have; this may be the closest they ever get to [visiting the locations].”

“I know we just scratched the surface so far and there’s more potential [as] I’m still learning and want to push this even further.”

“The kids producing the content is what excites me.”
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
PROJECT STATUS

RLS ILEP Projects:
- Flexible Seating/Furniture
- Learning/Maker Space (Library)
- 3D Printers for Engineering Component, Computer Courses

Staff is looking forward to incorporating the new furniture and equipment into our educational programs. “
K. Cox, Principal

Project Status:
- Classroom furniture is arriving/being installed, 3D printers arrived, work has begun on Maker Space (year-long implementation)

Student Impact-Evidence:
- Teacher/student feedback/surveys
- Student products
- Participation/tallies
- Videos
"I love how we get to release our wiggles out and be much more flexible instead of being uncomfortable and sitting on the seat."

"...it decreases stress and is relaxing."

"I like it because sitting in a hard chair hurts my back and with the new seats I feel good."

"I love that we are able to sit comfortably in them and still get work done."

"I like that it is comfy and it makes me work better."
“Love them! So helpful, so much room, and I was able to do so much better on the MAP math test because I was able to draw easy diagrams on the boards and solve.”

“I like them because if I make a mistake I can just erase it and try again.”

“I like them because it helps me visualize what I’m learning.”

“I like how the whiteboards are graphed, which helps organize the work you do.”

“I love that you can quickly work out a problem without worrying about running out of room.”
Although uncomplicated in their scope of innovation, the campfire desks have drastically contributed to the space’s flexibility, affording both students and staff a platform for their work.

-Benjamin L. Scinto, Principal
Do you think The Hub offers a place for formal learning where large groups can gather for presentations?

- Yes: 76.6%
- No: 18.3%
- Maybe: 5%
- I don't really go in the hub that much: 1.4%
- Sort of: 0.4%
- Yes maram: 0.3%

175 responses

Do you think The Hub offers places for social learning where students can collaborate on projects?

- Yes: 87.4%
- No: 10.9%
- Maybe: 1.7%

175 responses
What is your favorite new feature of The Hub?

175 responses

- The cafe tables and chairs: 17.1%
- The charging stations: 31.4%
- The flexible, modular furniture: 13.1%
- The campfire tables: 14.9%
- The whiteboard partitions: 79.4%
- The Apple TV
- Laptop chargers
- Study alcoves

Do you think The Hub offers a space for reading, reflection, or relaxation?

175 responses

- Yes: 79.4%
- No: 14.9%
- Maybe: 0.7%
"It enhances my learning because it makes me want to come more often and actually get work done."

"It balances comfort with learning and provides a space to be able to relax while getting work done or socializing."

"The whiteboard partitions are very helpful because people can show examples or draw out answers for enhanced comprehension."

"It is more tech and collaboration-friendly."

Click here for survey results and additional images: [https://goo.gl/Cb7pYf](https://goo.gl/Cb7pYf)